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The road to convergence with challenges Internet ofthings hastening the birth ofnew

and opportunities opportunities for ICT svctor

After the computer and network,Interact of things has become

the third wave ofworld information sector,and create huge

influence to world economy，policy，culture，military and other

aspects，which will be the focus in the new round ofmarket

competition．With the increasing development of information and

communication technology，the application prospect of Internet of

things is very broad．It is expected to be widely used in intelligent

transportation，environment protection，government work,public

sacurity，safe household,personal health and other fields．

Currently，the Internet ofthings sector has been explored and

began to take shape in developed regions such as the US and EU

countries．Among them，the US has all advantage in technology

base，while the operators in EU，Japan and Korea are more

concerned about services and applications．China has attached

great importance to the research of Internet of things．Premier
Minister Wen Jiahao set forth the plan to accelerate the

development ofsensing network to construct the”Perception of

China”，and Intemet of things has been listed in the five key fields

in the industry strategy．Meanwhile，the development of Interact of

things in China has still in the initial stage，and there are many

problems to be resolved with thejoint efforts ofgovernment，

research institutions and enterprises． (See 1'29)
On July 1st，China State Council issued the first list ofpilot regions(cities)for

”Three—Network Convergence”，12 cities selected for the trial．The official release

has attracted public attention，and experts from telecom，broadcasting，IT sector

and other fields put forward more ideas to the development ofnetwork

convergence．Although the sectors take supportive attitude to the trial，there are

still concerns about regulation，market access and effective business models for

converged services．

From a global perspective，the convergence among telecom，broadcasting and

interact sectors has gone through over 10 years．In many countries，two-way

access policy for telecom and broadcasting has been introduced．and new media

services which provided by traditional telecom operators，such as州，have
been supported by policy．But in China,due to long—term seperated regulation on

broadcasting and telecom．the development of I州and mobile TV had been

restricted．Now although the policy obstacle has been removed,policy guide are

needed to guarantee the implementation ofconvergence． (See P24)

Cloud Computing making its way in a new world

With advantages of low-cost mass information handling which cate幅to Cloud Computing will play a more important role in the ICT field and

the requirements of enterprises to reduce cost in the financial tsunami， even in human and social development．

and promoted by Google，IBM，Amazon and many other companies， Although Cloud Computing has many advantages，it also has own

Cloud Computing has become the popular star in ICT field．Driven by limitation in the current stage of exploration．Therefore，each enterprise

multiple factors such as technology，cost and industrial ecosystems，the and user ofCloud Computing should comprehensively consider the

Cloud Computing is becoming more and more mature either in characteristics and their own n∞ds for Cloud Computing．and make their

technology or business model following its gradual entry into the choice for long-term interests．The govemment sllould give carefIllIy

mainstream The coordinated development of”end"-"’pipe”-”cloud”is thought in funding to Cloud Computing,and cleat a good environment for

instrumental in the evolution Cloud Computing．It is foreseeable that the its sustainable development． (See P19)
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